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QR codes for traffic signal shopping
India in one tweet

Source: Twitter;
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UPI merchant payments  accounted for 43% of POS digital 
payments in FY21, overtaking credit and debit cards in FY20.

It is now the most universal mode of payments either Peer to Peer 
or Peer to Merchant. So much so that street and traffic vendors 
have adopted it.

The pic is a great example of two contradictions in one picture - a 
world class state of the art payment system, married with a 
traditionall format of commerce - that of a street vendor.



India has the highest % of women pilots (of total pilots) globally but also a low & declining female labour participation rate.
A country of contradictions: women
Understanding India through contradictions

Source: isa21.org, World Bank;
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Jio’s entry into telephony through a 4G data first network in ‘17 expanded Internet access in India dramatically
‘Give me a single chart to explain Indus Valley’s rise’ 
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Understanding India through data

Source: Twitter;



Just over a tenth of Indians have shopped online, ever, compared to USA’s ~60%, China ~50%.
Not all internet users are alike, though
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Source: Redseer, Jefferies;

Understanding India through data



Frequent users tend to be anywhere from a quarter to a seventh of the user base.
How the user bases for other categories stack up

Core user base: 20 Mn

Core user base: 15 Mn

4% penetration vs 42% in China and 7% in Indonesia

Understanding India through data

Source: Secondary research;
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The consumption class is growing but hasn’t exploded the way their peer class in China did.
A slim, growing consuming class sustains the Indian consumption story

Source: CMIE, Jefferies, Praxis / PGA Labs, Indian Staffing Federation;

~30m HHs (11% of Indian HHs) own cars 
(90% for USA)
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Only 13% of K12 students (260m total) 
go to schools with fees > ₹12k per year.

~10% of India’s workforce has a 
‘permanent’ salaried job.

Understanding India through data



The India Consumer Stack, 2019
How to understand India 

Tier 1 Cities +

Delhi, Mumbai, 
Kolkata, Jaipur, 
Chennai, Goa

- English Fluent
- Digitally Savvy
- Western Values 
- Convenience over 
cost 

Tier 3+ towns, 
rural centres

India3
- Less educated 
- Engaged in informal / 
manual labour
- Excited by access to 
content and connectivity

India1

India1 Alpha

Mumbai, Delhi NCR, 
Bangalore & Pune

English-native & 
Westernized.
Top 5% of Tier 1 
cities; Top .1% of 
Tier 2 cities 

India2

Source: Sajith Pai;

India 1
110M people, $1tn GDP

India 3
1126M people, $1.3tn GDP

India 2
104M people, $300bn GDP
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 Tier 2&3 Cities- Vernacular India; not 
English comfortable
- Digitally less fluent
- Aspiring for a better 
life; socially mobile

Coimbatore, 
Vizag, Indore, 
Lucknow, Agra

Understanding India through data



PostCOVID, the rich have gotten richer, the poor have gotten poorer.
A tale of two studies

ICE360 Survey, 2021

India 1
110M people, $1tn GDP

World Inequality Report 2022

Source: ICE360, World Inequality Report;

Quintile Income 2016 vs 2021

Richest 20% 39% (rise)

Upper Middle 20% 7% (rise)

Middle 20% -9% (drop)

Lower Middle 20% -32% (drop)

Poorest 20% -53% (drop)

All INDIA 8% rise

2020: 63.94%
2021: 64.64%

2020: 6.02%
2021: 5.90%
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Understanding India through data
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Reflecting the Matthew Effect1
The India Consumer Stack, 2021

2019 2021

India 1
110M people, $1tn GDP

India 3
1126M people, $1.3tn GDP

India 2
104M people, $300bn GDP

India 1
110M people, $1tn GDP

India 1
~115M people, $~1.3tn GDP

India 2
~95M people, $~250bn GDP

India 3
~1,150M people, $~1tn GDP

Notes: 1) Matthew Effect =‘The rich get richer, the poor get poorer’; Source: Sajith Pai;

Understanding India through data



There are 3 traditional paths to social & economic mobility in India: English, Exams and Exit  
India seen through the ‘axes of advancement’

‘...hame English bolna sikhwa dijiye.’ 
translated to “....help us learn spoken English.”

English Exams Exit

India is a nation of 60m test-takers, ranging from 
UG admission to government jobs of every kind.

Enterprise has historically been the weak fourth amongst these; but has typically been associated w the MSME sector thus far. 

Exam Test - Takers Seats

IIT-JEE 2.2M 16K

UPSC 1.1M 1K

Railways 
NTPC 12.5M 35K

Indians going abroad has grown 10x over the 
past two decades and is gathering pace
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Source: Sajith Pai;

Understanding India through ideas



This explains why young men (mostly) spend their 20s preparing for exams, and rioting when the exams get postponed.
Government jobs are few, hard to get, but well paid
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Source: Sajith Pai;

Understanding India through ideas
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India’s startup sector evolved through distinct phases of tech adoption and customer evolution.
Indus Valley: the prehistory

Introduction, Context, Perspective

Wave 0: 1988 - 2004
Theme: Software Services
Hero Startups (not exhaustive):

Wave 1: 2004 - 2010
Theme: Marketplaces, Internet 
as enablers
Hero Startups (not exhaustive):

Wave 3: 2010 - 2016
Theme: ECommerce, Food 
Delivery, B2B SaaS
Hero Startups (not exhaustive):

Wave 2: 2010 - 2016
Theme: ECommerce, Food 
Delivery, B2B SaaS
Hero Startups (not exhaustive):
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Source: Indus Valley Playbook, by Sajith Pai;

https://sajithpai.medium.com/the-indus-valley-playbook-a66cfae8fc90


The # of startups registered annually is a steady line upward, though the actual % that get funded has stayed the same.
Indus Valley is no longer at the economic periphery

One in every eight new companies is a startup today Just under a tenth of these startups get venture funding.
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Source: VCC Edge, MCA, Credit Suisse, Bain;
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Introduction, Context, Perspective



The local Shark Tank, the Zomato & Nykaa  IPOs as well as the rise of Unicorns has made startups front page stuff.
Startup culture is emerging into the mainstream now

Source: Arre, The Print, Mint, HT;
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Introduction, Context, Perspective



ECommerce / Etailing accounts for ~6% of India’s retail sales in ‘21, doubled from 3% in ‘19 (US 12%, China 24%)
From $4b in ‘14 to $53b in ‘21

~70% market share with Amazon, Flipkart 

37% of ecommerce = mobile phones; Electronics & 
White Goods account for 60% of ecommerce sales.

Source: Redseer;
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Indus Valley’s impact on eCommerce 



A large number of ‘ecommerce shoppers’ are occasional shoppers
But, all of this rests on a narrow base

   

Source: Bain, Twitter, The Ken;
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Indus Valley’s impact on eCommerce 



4 of the top 10, and 10 of top 20 retail brands are online brands; a key reason being modern retail’s low share of ~13%
Indian ecommerce brands have penetrated top retail ranks

Source: Redseer;

Online Retailer

Offline Retailer
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Indus Valley’s impact on eCommerce 



The following ‘growth drivers’ underpin the rise of Indus Valley, and explain its dramatic impact. 
What explains the rise of Indus Valley, and its impact? 

Emergence of the Wang Trifecta

● Cheap bandwidth

● Smartphone in every pocket

● Frictionless payment system

Public Digital Infrastructure

● India’s shiny new public digital 

infrastructure, including cross-cutting 

open data platforms and multiple 

sector - specific platforms E-Commerce Enablers

● Continuous improvement in 

e-commerce enablers e.g., better 

infra, digitization, etc.

More and Better Talent in Industry

Rise in the Creamy Layer 

● Better and more talent in the industry, 

as the industry grows and repeat 

founders emerge

● Steady rise in per capita incomes, 

albeit led by the creamy layer

21
Source: Blume analysis;

Growth drivers



Jio, UPI and smartphone affordability created a perfect storm for the consumer internet economy.
The ‘Wang Trifecta’

Growth drivers

Source: Twitter;
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Multiple platforms across core 

sectors have also emerged, which 

will create multiple new unlocks:

● Marketplace - GEM

● Healthcare - NHS

● Education - SWAYAM

● Agriculture - eNAM

● Travel - Parivahan

● Logistics marketplace - NLIP

Across multiple ecosystems, multiple data and interoperability platforms are emerging and could create new unlocks
Public digital infrastructure

Growth drivers

Source: npci.org, digilocker.gov.in, indiastack.org, McKinsey, IHS;

Aadhaar (Unique Biometric 
Identification)

India Stack (DigiLocker, eSign, 
eKYC)

OCEN (Credit protocol infra 
connecting lenders & marketplaces)

ONDC (Decentralized network of 
interconnected marketplaces )

UPI ()

Cross-Cutting 
Open Data 
Platforms
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2021 saw startups raise 3x the number they raised in 2020. Much of the funding (~60%) went to the 42 unicorns minted in ‘21.
A year of records

Source: Nasscom, Zinnov, PreQin, KPMG Venture Pulse;

How the startup sector stacked in 2021

As we see here, seed + early stage financing doubled over 
last year’s but growth stage financing nearly quadrupled. 

Global tailwinds helped; the global venture financing market 
moved grew from $347b to $671b; This was one big reason.

WIP
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The pace has continued in ‘22 as well (12 by 7-March-2022)
India birthed more unicorns in ‘21 than all previous years together

How the startup sector stacked in 2021

Source: Inc42 Indian Unicorn Tracker, RedSeer;

In comparison US added 260 unicorns, China 
146, Israel 35(!) and UK (22)

39 unicorns from 2011-20
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Tech IPOs, from Zomato, Nykaa, PayTM, created buzz and excitement in a booming IPO market  
Exit signs

How the startup sector stacked in 2021

2021 saw the emergence of the Tech IPO; SEBI (India’s SEC) relaxed rules allowing loss-making companies to list.

Source: Chittorgarh.com, livemint.com;

Total Tech share

1

102021 63

2020 16

2%

35%2021 $Bn 63

2020 $Bn 3.5
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EdTech was the hero sector of 2020 with a huge COVID bump; How did this sector do in 2021?
A closer look at EdTech

● Much of the funding growth has 

been concentrated on EdTech 

unicorns

● As COVID eases and physical 

classes start, we are seeing a 

slight drop in paid user base

● EdTech is the new Global SaaS, 

with players like Byju’s making 

>$100

● Fear of government regulation 

has made Indian EdTech adopt 

proactive measures

● In the long run, COVID has 

widened the learning gap, 

between the haves & have nots

● India is the 2nd largest funding 

market for EdTech globally, 

given China EdTech’s collapse

India 
EdTech

Source: Blume analysis;
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A deeper look at EdTech



EdTech biggies, loaded on capital, are chasing inorganic growth through M&A
Building in the shadow of giants

It has never been easier to start an edtech company. It has never been harder 
to scale without getting an acquisition offer from Byju’s or Unacademy!

29
Source: Secondary research;

A deeper look at EdTech



India2 has struggled to keep up with digital education
Zoom School: India1 v India2

Via Chitra Pandit (leads fundraising at Akanksha, a 
leading edtech nonprofit)

“I had the opportunity to visit the home of a child who is 
enrolled in Junior Kindergarten in an Akanksha School. 
The child has never seen the inside of a school building. 
In just under 6 months, with the help of online classes with 
an Akanksha teacher and his mother, he has been able to 
write the English alphabet. His mother sits with him for 
every online class and diligently follows the teachers 
instructions.”

Via Kaushik Deka (from his story in India Today)

Malhar Mazumdar, a Class 9 student at the Mother’s International School in New 
Delhi, attending an online class at home in Saket (an upper middle class 
neighbourhood in South Delhi).

30
Source: India Today;

A deeper look at EdTech



PreCOVID, barely a sixth of Indian schools, mostly private ones, had working computers. Still, Indian schools adapted.
COVID accentuated the digital divide

Source: RedSeer;

PreCOVID

India has 1.5m schools, approximately 250k had 
working computers. Only 10% of govt schools had 
computers (vs 27% of private schools.)

PostCOVID

From a survey of schools; about 20% shut down 
during COVID. 50% of them moved to using 
whatsapp + smartphone (no live classes though) 
mode. Indian schools adapted by and large.
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A deeper look at EdTech



Data from a survey done in government / public schools reveals learning loss.
The digital divide is accentuating the learning divide

92% of children on an average have lost at least one specific language ability from the previous year across all classes.

82% of children on an average have lost at least one specific mathematical ability from the previous year across all classes

Class 3 Class 6

46% of children lost the ability 
to express views about a 

given picture in written form.

48% of children lost the ability 
to solve problems problems 
using subtraction operations 

in daily life operations.

40% of the children lost the 
ability to perform division of 

four-digit numbers by a 
single-digit number.

45% of the children lost the 
ability to orally express views 

on simple topics like home 
and school.
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A deeper look at EdTechA deeper look at EdTech

Source: Azim Premji University;



Despite poor facilities at government schools, we saw a sharp jump in enrollment, spurred by COVID’s impact on incomes. 
A sharp shift away from private schools
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A deeper look at EdTech

Source: ASER;



Amazon, Flipkart emerge as the fastest growing digital ad platforms. Amazon sells more ads than Times of India print edition.
India’s #3 and #4 digital ad platforms aren’t media brands, really

$1.85b / ₹13,887 crs

$1.25b / ₹9,326 crs

$340m / ₹2,554 crs

$185m / ₹1,386 crs
$240m / ~₹1,800 crs

Trends, Behaviors, and Playbooks

34
Notes: All numbers for FY21; Source: Primary research, Exchange4Media;



Source: Twitter, ET, Tracxn;
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Mixed signals from the India government + favourable Dubai tax / crypto regime push Indian founders to Dubai. Meanwhile 
Indian retail and financial investors can’t tire of Crypto.

Regulating the unregulatable
Trends, Behaviors, and Playbooks



Easy access to capital in the landscape has led to multiple components of the ecosystem becoming operators - investors
Everyone is a VC

Unicorns as Quasi - Funds Startups as Roll-Up-Funds

What?

Who?

Examples?

Dedicated funds set up by 
startups, which invest in 
synergistic startups and help them 
innovate, launch, and scale. It also 
helps startups quickly validate their 
products.

Roll-up ecommerce or aggregators 
have raised millions to acquire 
digitally native brands and sellers. 
They offer digital hand-holding and 
sales know-how to these brands.

Founders of unicorn startups have 
started to deploy capital in multiple 
startups. They thus guide new 
founders basis their own rich 
operating experience.

Startups Setting Up 
Formal Funds Founders as Angel Investors

Dedicated M&A teams in unicorn 
startups, on the lookout for 
acquiring startups/ teams that are 
complementary / adjacent to their 
core business.

Trends, Behaviors, and Playbooks

Source: Blume analysis, Inc42;
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Quick commerce was one of the most talked about sectors this year, as the 10-min grocery delivery wars came to India.
Quick commerce: can it deliver?

Given a stunted online grocery sector, QCommerce has made quick inroads.

Trends, Behaviors, and Playbooks

Source: Redseer;
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Credit cards will grow, but BNPL may just grow faster
Leapfrogging - example #1: BNPL vs Credit Cards 

Observed ThemesTrends, Behaviors, and Playbooks

Source: Redseer;
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While the credit card industry has been growing at an impressive 15% CAGR, the overall low credit card penetration, stellar growth of UPI, India’s traditional 
comfort with credit and convenience, has left a substantial whitespace for BNPL to prosper. Here is a projection by Redseer on BNPL overtaking Credit Cards.



We put our thinking caps to imagine the most outrageous but possible predictions in regards to the startup ecosystem.
Six impossible things?

Six Impossible Things Before Breakfast

It is 2030, and there are less than 100 petrol pumps in Mumbai and Delhi. No one is buying ICE cars anymore thanks to attractive 
subsidies on EVs, higher taxes on ICE cars and greater green consciousness. 80% of all urban 2W market are electric (<10m units sold).

Source: Blume creativity; 
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It is 2030, OCEN / AA and ONDC build on UPI’s success to create base public digital infra layers for lending and commerce. This has lead 
to a wave of design / UI focused, backend light startups that are primarily marketing led, leveraging public APIs cleverly for the backend 
and focusing on acquiring and owning the customer. 

It is 2030, and SpaceTech has taken off in a massive way as India becomes the centre for low cost Space launches. India’s most valuable 
company is a startup that operates a launch pad for suborbital tourism.

It is 2030, and the first set of apartments without a full kitchen - with just a small kitchenette with a coffee machine, microwave and water 
filter / sink - has gone on sale in Mumbai. It is focused on serving Gen Z who live on food delivery.

It is 2030, and self-monitoring and AI based nudges have become the dominant mode of treatment of lifestyle diseases and conditions - 
cholesterol, diabetes and heat conditions. Those who don’t use monitoring devices see differential health premia.

It is 2030, and an “Indian cloud” has emerged, as founders and their companies encourage WFR. We see many people working out of a 
+/- 4 hour time zone, from Lisbon to Thailand.

1

2

3

4

5
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Thank You!



Appendix



Resources to help you better understand today’s India
Observed Themes

The following books are extremely useful to understand India and Indians today
● Poor Economics - Abhijit Banerjee and Esther Duflo
● Desperately Seeking Shah Rukh - Shrayana Bhattacharya
● Truck de India! A Hitchhiker's guide to Hindustan - Rajat Ubhayakar
● Whole Numbers and Half Truths - Rukmini S
● Dreamers - Snigdha Poonam
● A Feast of Vultures - Josy Joseph

The following books are helpful to understand how the Indian economy and society evolved
● India Unbound - Gurcharan Das
● India after Gandhi - Ramchandra Guha
● Two novels: A Suitable Boy by Vikram Seth and A Fine Balance by Rohinton Mistry 

The following podcasts help make sense of India today
● The Seen & The Unseen - Amit Varma
● Ideas of India - Shruti Rajagopalan
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